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become standard procedure by the time Jordanus wrote. In any 
event, there seems little reason to believe it formed part of 
any methodology of analysis. We ought not to invoke a more 
complicated explanation when a simpler one is readily available. 
Although a more detailed consideration of these problems 
would have.been most welcome, we must not lose sight of the 
splendid contribution which Professor Hughes has made to the 
history of medieval mathematics. Without his careful scholar- 
ship and devotion, we would still lack a major mathematical 
treatise of the Middle Ages. 
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In a play on a name, Augustus De Morgan once remarked (in 
essence): "I can't Kant." Sir William Rowan Hamilton, on the 
other hand, could handle Kant and even incorporated some of the 
German philosopher's ideas into his mathematical writings. In 
his major statement on the foundations of algebra ("Essay on 
Algebra as the Science of Pure Time"), for example, Hamilton 
claimed to construct algebra from the Kantian intuition of 
pure time. 
Despite Hamilton's acknowledgment of a significant debt to 
Kant, his use of Kantian metaphysics in science and mathematics 
remained an unexplored historical curiosity for a century and 
a quarter. Many early historians simply ignored it; a few 
even deplored what they say as the Kantian intrusion into sci- 
ence, arguing that it merely obscured some of Hamilton's major 
insights. Then, in the 196Os, "Hamiltonitis" struck: there 
was a resurgence of interest in Hamilton's mathematics and 
science, and in their possible Kantian roots. In one of his 
early articles on the influence of Naturphilosophie (particu- 
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larly the ideas of Kant) on 19th-century chemistry and physics, 
L. Pearce Williams called for a careful study of the Kantian, 
Berkeleian, and Boscovichean elements of Hamilton's science. 
Later, in his History of Vector Analysis of 1967, Michael J. 
Crowe began the exploration of the Kantian components of 
Hamilton's mathematics. Basing his views on published sources, 
Crowe argued effectively that Hamilton's work on the complex 
numbers, which he developed as number couples derived from 
couples of moments of time, convinced the Irish mathematician 
of the existence and legitimacy of hypercomplex numbers--such 
as number triplets (which Hamilton sought persistently for over 
a decade) and number quadruplets (which he finally created in 
1843 and named "quaternions"). As shown by Crowe, Hamilton 
believed that a mind which could construct couples of numbers 
from couples of moments of time could also construct triplets 
of numbers, quadruplets, and so on, from the proper strings of 
time-moments. Thus Crowe established a definite connection 
between Hamilton's metaphysics and his strictly algebraic work. 
Thomas Hankins' Sir William Rowan Hamilton, a biography 
which attempts to integrate the metaphysical, scientific, math- 
ematical, religious, and personal elements of Hamilton's life 
and work, then, comes as no total surprise to historians of 
Victorian science. It impresses not so much by novelty of 
approach to Hamilton as by solidness of scholarship and facil- 
ity for historical biography. 
Hankins' book was a decade in the making; it entailed a 
careful study of extensive primary and secondary sources. 
Hankins "read through ten boxes of loose papers, approximately 
250 manuscript notebooks (some very large), and more than 6000 
letters" (p. xxi). In addition, he used numerous secondary 
materials --cited in a handy ten-page "Bibliographyical Essay"-- 
books, articles, and dissertations, based on published and un- 
published sources; many were products of the Hamiltonitis cf 
the 1960s and 197Os, others of the recent general interest in 
Victorian science. 
The result of this herculean research, combined with 
Hankins' sound historical instincts and biographical skills, 
is biography at its best. The book under review falls victim 
to none of the standard pitfalls of biography in the history 
of science. It is not hagiography. Neither is it technical 
biography (which emphasizes the scientific and mathematical at 
the expense of the personal aspects of its subject's life) or 
personal biography (where the science and mathematics are sac- 
rificed). Rather it is a masterful blend of the technical and 
personal elements of Hamilton's life and work. Hamilton's 
social and economic background, education, professional employ- 
ment, relationships with women, science (mainly optics and dy- 
manics), politics, religion, philosophy, algebra, alcohol abuse, 
and financial difficulties are all covered in the book--in 
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roughly this order and, for the most part, without scientific 
and mathematical details being buried in appendices. Most 
remarkably, out of all this, Hamilton's life emerges as a co- 
herent whole. Thus, by the end of the biography, the reader 
sees most of Hamilton's major actions and experiences as evi- 
dences of one integrated personality. The book, for example, 
deftly suggests relationships among the following: Hamilton's 
search for a single equation to describe all the properties 
of an optical system, his attraction to Coleridgean Natur- 
philosophie, his extension of the optical work to dynamics 
(which produced the famous optical-mechanical analogy, later 
used by Erwin Schr8dinger), his application of pure time to 
algebra, and his thirty-year abortive love relationship with 
Catherine Disney Barlow (despite their marriages to others 
and their physical separation for most of the period). More- 
over, the unity of Hamilton's life seems natural, rather than 
created by the historian. This naturalness is a fine testa- 
ment to Hankins' skill as biographer. 
Although they should not be read in isolation from the 
rest of the biography (lest the overall effect of Hankins' 
work be lost), Chapters 17 through 24 are of special interest 
to historians of mathematics. These cover the essay on algebra 
as the science of pure time, Hamilton's study of Abel's proof 
of the impossibility of solving the general quintic equation, 
the creation and reception of the quaternions, and Hamilton's 
icosian calculus. 
Not unexpectedly, a major question running (sometimes im- 
plicitly, but often explicitly) through these chapters is: to 
what extent did Hamilton's philosophy affect his mathematics? 
More particularly, did pure time have anything to do with cre- 
ation of the quaternions? Following Crowe's lead, Hankins 
answers affirmatively. Yet, even after Hankins' complete de- 
fense of his stand, the connection between pure time and, in 
particular, Hamilton's abandonment of the commutative property 
remains somewhat tenuous. Hamilton's view of algebra as the 
science of pure time certainly convinced him of the existence 
of hypercomplex numbers, and sent him on a futile search for 
number triplets obeying the rules of the complex numbers. Fur- 
thermore, the belief in pure time and therefore in the exist- 
ence of hypercomplex numbers seems to have sustained Hamilton 
through numerous failures at construction of triplets--up to 
the point where he created the quaternions, a four-dimensional, 
noncommutative system. Was pure time, however, responsible in 
any more essential way for the quaternions? Here firm histor- 
ical explanation ends. Hankins notes that Hamilton's appeal 
to time as the basis of algebra freed him from attachment to 
George Peacock's principle of the permanence of equivalent 
forms, according to which the rules of arithmetic were to sug- 
gest those of algebra. "For Hamilton," Hankins writes, "the 
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elements of algebra were to be constructed from the intuition 
of pure time, and the operations on those elements would be 
determined by the nature of the elements themselves" (p. 300). 
Thus, to one degree or another, pure time seems to have prepared 
Hamilton for construction of noncommutative number quadruplets. 
Yet pure time and the quaternions defy a more definite causal 
relationship. In the sentence immediately following that just 
quoted, Hankins admits that "still it is a surprise to see him 
[Hamilton] write ij = - ji in such a cavalier fashion . ..I' (p. 
300). Hankins, in fact, tentatively points to other factors 
leading up to the moment of Hamilton's discovery of the qua- 
ternions, such as a visit from Gotthold Eisenstein, who pos- 
sibly mentioned to him the noncommutative nature of matrix 
multiplication. 
Hankins' unfinished reconstruction of the perhaps basically 
inexplicable moment of Hamilton's discovery should not turn 
away potential readers. His well-researched and well-written 
biography of a major 19th-century mathematician and scientist 
is simply too good to be ignored. As already emphasized, it 
masterfully blends personal and technical materials, and 
establishes the unity of Hamilton's life and work. Its mathe- 
matical section-- although far from definitive--decisively rein- 
forces earlier claims of a relationship between Hamilton's 
philosophy and mathematics. This section, and indeed the entire 
book, should be required reading for all historians of mathe- 
matics. Finally, as biography at its best, the book offers 
the reader an opportunity to evaluate the advantages and limits 
of biography as a major medium for probing the scientific and 
mathematical past. 
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With the completion of his doctoral dissertation in 1907, 
L. E. J. Brouwer entered into fifty years of research in his 
newly founded mathematical and philosophical program well 
known today as intuitionism. Although he published some twenty 
articles and presented numerous public lectures on the subject, 
no detailed or systematic book-length examination was forth- 
coming during his lifetime. This volume achieves a close 
approximation of that goal. 
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